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just because of my intelligence that came from within

intelligence has a certain quality of sharpness… 

of knowing…not knowledge

please do not try to do anything to bring up children

leave them alone

they have brought a treasure

let it mature…and you will see the flowering of the child

because nature is taking care of the child…

life is taking care of the child

we should stop all this education system

it is totally ridiculous

what does it matter if two and two is four ?

what does it matter ?

what does it matter if genghis khan was a barbaric person ?

who wants to know about hitler ?

you do not even know how to breathe…

what information can you have if you know the whole history of mankind

but if you do not know your own breath ?

if you do not know how to love a woman ?

the whole education does not teach you the inner sky

so all education is meaningless

maximum four years is my suggestion

and that too not at an early age

educate them after seven or eight

give them time to mature in their inner puberty

younger age of children is a very impressionable time

the first seven years of your life…

the quality of your inner restfulness will determine your intelligence

let the children become acquainted with their physical body…

with their emotional body…with their puberty…the growth of hormones…

let them become naturally acquainted with it

then you start feeding them with little bit of outer knowledge

i think seven till eleven…maximum…

trust existence that has given birth to that child

it is not your child…

existence has brought life to this earth

and life is carrying the meaning of life within it

it has to...

that is why it is living…

understand what the child is carrying…

your whole engagement with the child will be of respect and love

you will watch the child mystically

and keep a watchful eye…

that the mystical qualities within that new life force

is given full opportunity to express itself

never force anything on a child…

because a child does not have a voice to reject it

he is only trying to please you…

because you gave a candy for coming first in class

you are selling your children for candy

you have given a reward

you have already set a standard

the child wants to make mummy happy

he wants to make his teachers happy

he will fight and struggle to come first

just to please you…

change the value structures through deeper wisdom

actually through love of the mother

the mother knows

do not push the children

and you will see a beautiful flowering

i am not educated at all

do i look foolish to you ?

maybe in the world i cannot compete

but i have even taken my physical body to the world

and i have proved to excel…
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